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RESULTS
Instructional Techniques for Improving Peer Feedback
Suzette Person, Computer Science and Engineering, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
OVERVIEW
SOFT 261
SOFTWARE  ENGINEERING IV
Techniques and tools based on disciplined 
software engineering principles for 
producing, interpreting, and 
communicating visual artifacts related to 
software architecture and construction.
MOTIVATION
Student peer feedback activities can benefit 
both the reviewer and the reviewee. 
• Reviewers become more comfortable and 
confident  formulating and providing
specific, actionable, and meaningful 
feedback to others.
• Reviewees become  more at ease 
receiving feedback on their ideas and 
how their ideas are communicated.
By critically assessing the work of others 
and receiving feedback from others, 
students are also exposed to alternative  
techniques and approaches for solving 
problems which can lead to improved 
solution quality.
COURSE DESIGN
FOCUS OF INQUIRY
Can incorporating models of good, 
average, and poor feedback on visual 
communications in course instruction help 
students:
Q1: Improve the quality of their peer 
feedback? 
Q2: Increase their comfort-level  and 
confidence in providing peer feedback? 
Q3: Increase their comfort-level in 
receiving peer feedback?
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Communication & Visual Comm. Basics
CONCLUSIONS
After receiving peer feedback instruction 
that included models of good, average and 
poor feedback:
C1: The quality of peer feedback improved.
C2: Students’ comfort-level and confidence 
in providing peer feedback increased.
C3: Students’ comfort-level in receiving
peer feedback increased.
After attending the senior design showcase, 
students’:
• Perceptions of the course design 
improved.
• Confidence in formulating and 
providing constructive feedback 
increased.
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Peer Feedback Quality (Q1)
Average before instr. w/ models:  
77% (individual assignment)
Average  after instr. w/ models:    
86% (individual assignment)
Average  after instr. w/ models:  
90% (team assignment)
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“Many assignments 
felt like busy work, but 
they did teach us how 
to give feedback and 
make visuals.”
-Week 15 comment
S10: I feel confident
formulating and providing
constructive feedback on 
visual communications. 
Q2
S11: I feel comfortable 
giving peer feedback.
S12: I feel comfortable 
receiving peer feedback.
course design questions
